The Emancipator
Becomes a
Shovv-off!

The HP 9100A Calculator gave you

omnipresent human errors and from inundating reams

Freedom from waiting to get on the BIG computer;

of data that go with point-to-point hand plotting.

Freedom from translating your problems into foreign
computer languages;

Think back! Would a picture be worth a thousand figures,
to you? .. to your company? Be an innovator ... be a
producer ...a picture producer.

Freedom from starvation-level computing with

The 9125A recorder automatically draws the answers as

under-developed calculators;

Freedom from the drudgery of manual computation
All for the one-time price of $4900.

the calculator solves your problems - such as curve-fitting
(photo shows parabolic regression), differential equations,
roots of polynomials and calibration curves. It shows you

NOW - EVEN GREATER COMPUTING FREEDOM IS YOURS.
GRAPHIC DISPLAY

the results of your calculations faster, easier, and more
accurately than you can get with hand plots! It ends the
gnawing frustration of interpreting the limbo between

Add the new HP 9125A X- Y Recorder. Make your HP 9100A

data points. And ...it gives you a calibrated plot

desk-top computing calculator a show-off. You will be .

so you can ready your units directly!

liberated from the tediousness of hand-plotting, from the
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What's more, once the 9125A has given you a permanent
graphic prese n tation you can modify the input data, plot
again, and immediately see the changes you have made.
Nuances in are as of critical importance can be readily
. identified because of the pin-point resolutio n of the
,

calculator / recorder combination - a resolution made

Sta rt your new liberation today. Call for a demonstration
or send your purchase order to any Hewlett-Packard Sales
and Service office (located in principal cities throughout
the world). For a 22-page brochure, write Hewlett-Packard,
P.O. Box 301, Loveland, Colorado
1217 Meyrin-Geneva, Switzerland.

80537.

Europe:

possible by the four-digit calculator output that locates

9100A/9125A puts answers just

coordinate points with hair -splitting accuracy.

a glance away'

Completely documented programs for use wit h the

HP

9100A

Calculator and the H P

9125A

X-V Recorder

are supplied with your instrument.
Show off with the

9125A

'

if you don t already have the
for immediate delivery .

$2475. Add $4900
9100A. Both are ready
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for only
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